REGENERATION WHEEL

SCENAR & COSMODIC
“Electricity”: SCENAR/COSMODIC
- reorganizes the body’s energy resources and directs them to the
needed areas;
- cleans the body’s computer organizing and systematizing
programs = registry cleaner and defragmentation;
- breaks “energy cysts” and jump-starts RE-GENERATION
programs based on Feedback.
SCENAR stands for Self-Controlled
Energy Neuro-Adaptive Regulator. In
essence, it is a Universal Regulator of
Bodily Functions.
SCENAR was designed in the mid-’80s for
the Russian Space Research Program to
help cosmonauts maintain their health
while in space.
SCENAR is wholistic in nature energyhealing technology that aligns and
strengthens the natural healing system of
the body. In doing this, it promotes a fast
recovery from a wide variety of maladies,
from simple colds and bruises to
autoimmune diseases and degenerative
disorders.
SCENAR
devices
are
low-frequency,
adaptive electrical stimulators with two
unique features:
•
The shape of the SCENAR impulse
resembles a natural neuro-impulse
which allows SCENAR to TALK to
the body.
•
The
FEEDBACK
feature
determines the SCENAR’s ability to
HEAR the body.
In the last few years SCENAR evolved into
COSMODIC – the first energy-healing
technology that is capable of helping you
not just heal, but actually REGENERATE.
COSMODIC promotes restoration on the
cellular level, making your body even
stronger than it was before the disease
or injury occurred.

SCENAR/COSMODIC technology offers many benefits:
•

•
•
•
•

It is highly effective, in roughly 95 percent of cases. (This
figure is based on the experience and reports of Russian
SCENAR therapists published in the annual digests
SCENAR-Therapy and SCENAR-Assessment 1997 - 2007.)
It is a non-drug therapy and it is completely safe
It is not invasive and not painful
It does not have negative side effects or complications
It cuts healing time dramatically, by one-half to two-thirds

SCENAR/COSMODIC devices by their very
nature
are
extremely
sophisticated
electronic tools and yet, they are very
easy to use: simply apply the device to the
spot that hurts and leave it there, letting it
do its job. These devices can be easily
used by anyone, anywhere, and for
virtually anything that needs healing and
regeneration.
The famous “Star Trek healing device” is
becoming a reality.
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Q: There are so many models of SCENAR and COSMODIC devices on the market...
Which SCENAR/COSMODIC device is the best for me?
What do I need
SCENAR for?
Temporary
Pain Relief

Treatment of ACUTE
Disorders

ANY SCENAR or

Good SCENAR or
COSMODIC

COSMODIC

Treatment of
CHRONIC Disorders

SELF-CARE

The DOVE and/or
COSMODIC

PROFESSIONAL
use
EX735Ag +
The DOVE

WE RECOMMEND: The DOVE = Good SCENAR
The DOVE (Device Organizing Vital Energy) is the SCENAR technology at its finest and
the top of SCENAR evolutionary tree. Don’t be misled by its simple look – The DOVE is
your universal health assistant that is highly effective, reliable, and user-friendly. It is the
last and the best SCENAR designed by “the father of all SCENARs” Dr. Alexander Karasev,
who called The DOVE “a true SCENAR”, or “a SCENAR as it should be”.

WE RECOMMEND: COSMODIC = REGENERATION
If SCENAR listens to the body on 1 channel, COSMODIC listens on 46. It then builds
a mathematical model of where the body is, calculates where it should be - and leads
the body to REGENERATION. It is even capable of determining the exact moment
when cells switch to the regeneration mode (the “DOSE”).
If SCENAR can help you heal “like nothing ever happened”, COSMODIC will make
you better than pre-injury (disease).
COSMODIC technology is highly sophisticated, sensitive, and expensive – but it’s well
worth it. It is represented in the C-DOVE, the 715, and the EX735 devices.

WE RECOMMEND: EX735Ag = SCENAR+COSMODIC
The Healing Technology Checklist
-

- Yes
Is it EFFECTIVE?
- Yes
Is it SAFE?
- Yes
Does it work FAST?
- Yes
Is it EASY to use?
- Yes
Can I do it?
- Yes
Can I AFFORD it?
YOU CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO HAVE IT!
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